2008 chevy highlander

Excellent SUV!!! The motor 3. Ideal Family Vehicle â€” I love the ability to carry passengers one
day and the next to load up at BJS with tons of groceries without a problem. Even the other day
I went to Home Depot and bought shelves and it fit without a hitch. You will easily pay
thousands less for one of these than you would for a similarly equipped minivan from one of the
other top minivan makers. With the seats out the ext van will fit a full size couch and the lift gate
will close. Pros: Nice large vehicle with tons of cargo and passenger room with excellent gas
mileage compared to SUV's of a similar size. Lots of power in the 3. Great value. The LT model
has all the bells and whistles. Built very well. Cons: No fold in floor rear seating so on moving
day you may need to pull out the rear seats for over sized items. You will need some muscles as
the seats are pretty heavy. Would be nice if it was a little smoother ride, it is not as bad as some
vehicles i have rode in though. It handles good and the wireless headphones with the DVD
player are great for the kids. They can listen to their movie while parents talk or listen to the
radio. The biggest down side is the brakes squeaking. We had them checked by the Chevrolet
dealer, and we were told they are fine. Pros: I like the gas mileage and it handles good. The DVD
player is great to keep the kids entertained. The wireless headphones are also a great
accessory. There is room for our kids and room for all the things we carry along on trips. Cons:
The brakes squeak, even though we carried it to the local Chevrolet dealership and they
checked the brakes and said they were ok. Only the passenger side rear door is motorized and
can be opened remotely. It appears to have been originally equipped for both doors to be
motorized, but a previous owner disabled the driver rear door. Crap â€” More problems than I
wish to list. Constantly at the shop for repairs. It was a total lemon. It's a fleet vehicle and
unfortunately, the others had the same problem. Very happy they've discontinued it. Now we
can get Caravans. Primary Use: Utility towing boats, transporting cargo, etc. Average
performance and medium fuel milleage. The appearance is average as one would expect from a
mini-van. The Quality is good. Overall I give if 3 stars over 5. They're both exactly the same with
no differences between the two badges. These vans are on the cheap side, the problem is you'll
be in for a bit of a surprise. To drive the Uplander is givena 3. Its not a slow van in terms of a
straight line. To turn its surprising that it does turn rather well but it rolls quite badly so its
unadvised. The steering however is dull and lifeless. The interior is not luxurious at all. It is
actually very cheaply designed and very conventional. None of the seats can be flattened into
the floor, if you need trunk space you'll need to remove the storage pieces in the rear. The cup
holders often fail to slide out or in, the sliding doors do get stuck if built poorly, interior pieces
are often loose. While this isn't the worst built GM product, it comes close. Common areas of
problems lie in the traction control, tire monitoring system. Transmissions also contribute to
this van's reliability problems. You may get a Uplander that doesn't stay in the shop at all, but
most likely it will be there often. Overall this is a cheap van with nothing special other than its
massive array of problems. Pros: Powerful engine, cheap to buy, easy to clean. Cons: Very
badly built, realibility issues, none of the seats can't be flattened into the floor. I've enjoyed my
uplander over the years. Used for transporting building materials to the family across country.
Haven't had any real problems with the vehicle. Would purchase again if Chevy had contin Read
More. My favorite feature is easy access for everyone. I have owned vans that only had one
slider and that made it difficult for some folks, this van is very easy to get in and out of. One
thing I don't lik We love that the seats are oversized and comfortable. It wasn't difficult to fit any
car seat in the vehicle and the latch system was easy to use. Our number one thing that we love
is that it is rel Braking and handling are great. Acceleration is above average. Fuel economy is
better than I expected. The seats fold down and can be removed easily. The traction on slippery
roads is very good. Its a I like the van. Handles well. Drives well. Keeps the kids occupied with
the DVD system. Is very smooth and great for long and short rides. I've had very few repairs,
like brakes, and they were in Have you driven a Chevrolet Uplander? Rank This Car. User
Reviews. Displaying all Chevrolet Uplander reviews reviews. Guru2Y9W2 writes:. Is this review
helpful? Yes No. Jamhemp writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: It holds all family
members. Cons: Gas for me. Is this helpful? Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Nice large
vehicle with tons of cargo and passenger room with excellent gas mileage compared to SUV's
of a similar size. Dkshaffer writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: I like the gas
mileage and it handles good. Michael writes:. Luc writes:. Pros: It's got balls! Cons: Problems!
Robert writes:. Cons: not much. Jonathan writes:. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 3
Chevrolet Uplander reviews. Read all 12 Chevrolet Uplander reviews. Read all 7 Chevrolet
Uplander reviews. Cars compared to Chevrolet Uplander. Related Models For Sale. Other Years.
Used Cars for Sale. Compare Chevrolet Uplander to Related Models. Select Year Yes No
Looking for a Used Uplander in your area? Pros: Powerful engine, cheap to buy, easy to clean
Cons: Very badly built, realibility issues, none of the seats can't be flattened into the floor 24 of
30 people found this review helpful. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about

the Highlander. Overview Overview Most Popular. Limited 4dr SUV 3. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain
Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive transmission hill holder yes Transmission 5-speed
shiftable automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3.
Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes Power mirrors yes remote
keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation compass
yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes low fuel level warning
yes clock yes. Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front
track Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in
place Drag Coefficient. Angle of approach 29 degrees Maximum payload lbs. Angle of departure
24 degrees Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 8. Height Wheel base Width
Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Highlander. Suspension Suspension four-wheel
independent suspension yes MacPherson strut rear suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer
bar yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr.
Rust 5 yr. Inventory See Highlander Inventory. Sign Up. See Highlander Inventory. My Chevy
Uplander shows that the battery is between 14 and 15 amps yet twice now it has failed to start,
including the remote start function not working as well. The instrument panel flickers and the
dials go up and down. The clock goes back to default time. It does eventually start with no
boost but just by putting the key in the ignition. Please help! It's comfortable. It has been
reliable. And there's a lot of room for the grandkids. I like the way it handles and the gas
mileage is good. I have a chevy uplander and I loved it until it started giving me issues last year.
I think I spent over 3k in getting it fixed. I'm only hanging on to it until winter passes and after
that I'm getting another vehicle. I probably will keep the van until it completely stops working.
But I wouldn't recommend getting a uplander. Yes, I would have owned 2 and they are both very
reliable drives smooth.. I have owned the second one gh83 or 4yrs the check engine light has
never cane own.. But the transmission shifts hard on both of them and must be parked level are
it may not start. But i love the van. I decided to purchase my uplander after months and months
of research. My son is disabled as well too. The uplander has the perfect amount of space to
hold his wheelchair as well as mine. I knew the van would need to be modified with a ramp so
my son and I would both fit safely in it. I like that the middle row was captain's chairs so they
could be pulled in and out easily. The only trouble I have had with it is since the exhaust had to
be lowered to put the ramp in I have had to put in a new muffler twice. My uplander is very
reliable. I live in New York so the winters are rough and my van always starts. I like the feature
where the index spells out what's wrong with it for me in plain English. My van has performed
quite well over these last 7yrs. I almost grew up with this vehicle, so it has many good road trip
memories. Although it's brakes and electronic system are worn down, it is doing very well
considering how many miles are on it. I love the design and features including mini TV and
power sliding doors. Pros, great ride, seating is comfortable, gas mileage is very good for a 6
cylinder. Cons, just over miles and had to get new transmission, problems with back passenger
sliding door not wanting to work all the time. Back wiper always stops working and then works
just fine. Personally for all the issues I'm having, I wouldn't buy this vehicle again. I absolutely
love my vehicle. Although there are problems with the fuel pump, and you never know how
much gas you have, I haven't had any other problems with it. I'm almost positive that one I get
that fixed it'll be running like new when I purchased it. Automatic doors quit. DVD player quit.
Door panel falls off. Captain seat won't recline or adjust. Horrible vehicle. Parts are extremely
expensive or just not made anymore. Nothing but problems. I love this car I got it for very cheap
do the body damage. But I was more interested in the engine and transmission. With , miles I
was wondering what kind of problems I would have. But so far nothing has gone wrong. The
drive is smooth and it is great on gas. I have always wanted something I could jump into and go
across the country without worry of being stranded on the side of the road. As long as you keep
the oil clean and keep the rust in check I feel like this car will last me years. The room in the is
very nice. I have the seats out and a ladder holder on top. It looks like a utility van. Honestly I
can do everything a truck can do. And if I ever need to I can just pop the seats in less than 20
minutes back to a family minivan. I highly recommend this car to anyone looking for something
they can depend on. It's a nice family vehicle. For being ten years old it is still fairly reliable.
However, there are several issues now with the brake system and sometimes the engine light
comes on. I love my uplander but I've had a lot of electrical problems. The motor is a great
model too. I love how much space I have. The other problem is I don't feel like there is enough
trunk space. I also wish the battery was easier to get to. The electrical outlet could also be in a
different spot I feel it is hard to reach being so low to the floor. I love all the room that it has in
order to transport my children and myself places. Also love to be able to go somewhere not so
distant and be comfortable and not all right up on one another. All doors work fine, but seals
tend to detach or not work properly. Seats are comfortable and the back seats are removable for

extra space. Console controls are easy to use and understand. Any mechanical issues that have
come up brakes, tires, etc have been easy to fix at a low cost. The color of our vehicle is nice in
that it does not draw attention, but the interior is a light color so the seats do not retain heat
from the sun. The back windows are tinted, making trips easier on my children. Very reliable
and simple minivan. The doors don't open or close automatically and it can sometimes be
difficult for young kids to get them closed all the way. We have been diligent with routine
maintenance including oil changes. The only things we have had to fix are due to hitting the
curb in a snowstorm and needing new tires from wear and use. I wish there was a DVD player
for the passengers in the back. The air conditioning and heater work great. The seats are fabric.
I enjoy the auxiliary cord option to be able to listen to music from my phone. Great family
vehicle for someone who is budget conscious. It has been a very reliable vehicle. We have only
had to make about two repairs since we bought it. There is a problem with the back sliding door
closing and opening multiple times instead of one. I hold 7 people which is helpful because we
have 16 grandchildren. The seats are very easy to fold down to put up the extra seats. It has
good energy and start up. We enjoy the video player for our grandchildren to watch while we
drive them to the places we are going The windows work well and the automatic mirror as very
helpful when we are driving. I do wish it has a tape player like cars used to have. I would be
happy to purchase another chevrolet car as this has been very reliable. It had over , miles and
still has the pep and energy we like in a car. My Chevy Uplander is an extremely comfortable
and versatile van. It seats 6 passengers, 1 driver. The 2 Captain's chairs in the middle and the
bench seat in the back fold down to make a very spacious cargo area. I use my vehicle for
driving to work, animal rescue transportation, and Lyft driving. I bought it used with over , miles
on it and was concerned about how well it would hold up. It now has , miles on it and is still
reliable for all my needs. For an older vehicle - with 1 previous private owner and a previous life
as an Enterprise rental vehicle - it has needed surprisingly little repair work. My only complaint
would be that there seems to be an issue with the onboard computer alerts to the dashboard;
however, this is not affecting driving performance. This has been a good vehicle for our family.
It has a little extra room the rear, more than the comparable vans from Toyota or Honda. This
has been great for our busy lives. It has been reliable and average in repair needs and costs.
The only problem we had was with the sensor in the side doors. It has sliding doors on both
sides, which is great for when we have to park in the city and you can have kids get out on
whichever side is safer. However we did have trouble with the sensors in the sliding doors not
recognizing when the doors were shut and singing as we drove down the road. We attempted to
have this fixed several times but the error came back. We eventually deactivated the sensors
and we open and shut them manually now. The seats have been easy to move and the
roominess has kept up with our kids growth. The back up sensor has been super helpful. I also
enjoy the height of the vehicle in traffic, it makes it easy to see and confident to drive with my
kids on board. We will be passing this vehicle on to our 16 year old son as he learns to drive.
We feel it is still a safe and reliable vehicle for him to start is his driving lessons on. Gas
mileage has been consistent also. I was warned not to buy it. That there were too many things
that were noticeably wrong. I love it. I have had the normal wear and tear repairs and some
issues at the beginning, but it has been a wonderful family vehicle. Bought the van when it was
about three years old and have been driving it going on seven years now. Van is very reliable
and still drives and feels like new at , km. Just had rocker panels replaced but otherwise body
still in very good condition. Too bad gm doesn't make them anymore. Comfortable, spacious,
reliable, well built. Great gas mileage. Only annoyances are the floating gas gauge that is typical
of Chevys and the location of the battery beneath the fuse box under the hood. Needs tune up
and rotors, backed up into a pole and broke my back signal light. I have to give it a power wash
in the inside to clean carpet. Side door makes noises but it runs really good besides all the
issues it has. I have had it about 2 years going on 3 years. There is not much room in the van,
the captains seats are too close to the front. There is no trunk and the van rusts easily. Great
fact that is has traction control and is amazing in snow. The mileage is awful and most of these
vehicles are not on the road anymore due to the build of the van. Change Year. Owner Reviews
See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews.
Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability
Reviews. LS Fleet. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest
Rating. Lynda Kehler wrote on February 11, Mike S wrote on February 8, Daniella wrote on
January 12, Robert wrote on November 10, Michelle E wrote on October 21, Kaitlyn B wrote on
October 10, Christine M wrote on October 5, Crystal B wrote on September 28, Darlene wrote on
September 28, Erin wrote on September 24, Joseph L wrote on August 12, Lynna M wrote on
July 9, Nicole B wrote on April 30, Charli H wrote on February 20, Tamara H wrote on February 8,
Rebecca B wrote on February 8, Barbara S wrote on February 8, Peggy T wrote on February 8,

Lisa G wrote on February 8, Kirsten K wrote on November 25, Charles brideau wrote on
November 19, Bridget W wrote on September 19, Mary A wrote on September 19, Amy P wrote
on September 19, Continue to Overview. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Although it features a slick
interior and distinctive styling, the Chevrolet Uplander doesn't have the top-notch safety
ratings, on-road finesse or in-cabin conveniences of the top minivans. Minivans don't typically
enjoy a "cool" image. But they're not something your teenager is going to want to drive to the
prom. Chevrolet attempted to address this image problem a few years back by rolling out the
Uplander, a replacement for the Chevy Venture. Although the Uplander resembles a minivan, it
ditches the normal, snub-nosed minivan style for a more prominent front end. Also, the van's
side windows are separate and lack the single large window look typical of most minivans.
Chevrolet hopes these styling details make the Uplander look more like an SUV and therefore
more appealing to the anti-minivan crowd. But in truth, this "crossover sport van," as Chevy
calls it, just strikes us as a minivan with a really bulky front end. Styling aside, Chevrolet
Uplander still offers many of the features consumers are looking for in a minivan, such as a
split-folding third-row seat, folding trays between the front seats, plenty of storage
compartments and available rear park assist, DVD entertainment and navigation systems. In
addition, the Uplander's horsepower V6 provides respectable performance. Unfortunately for
Chevrolet, merely decent doesn't cut it anymore. The Uplander falls short of just about every
other minivan out there in key areas. Its driving dynamics are not as polished, its crash test
scores aren't as high and a few features, such as a rear backup camera and third-row side
curtain airbags, are not available. However, it's likely one could get an Uplander for at least a
few thousand dollars less than the comparably equipped class leaders. Still, more demanding
buyers who don't mind spending the extra bucks will be happier with rivals like the Dodge
Grand Caravan, Honda Odyssey, Kia Sedona and Toyota Sienna. The Chevrolet Uplander is
available in two versions: regular and long-wheelbase. A stripped-down Cargo version of the
Uplander is also available. The LT trim adds alloy wheels, a passenger-side power-sliding door,
a rear-seat DVD entertainment system, a power driver seat, dual-zone climate control, an
overhead console, a trip computer and steering-wheel-mounted audio controls. Noteworthy
options include dual power-sliding side doors, rear parking assist, remote engine start, a
navigation system, leather seating, heated front seats and a volt power outlet. A Sit-N-Lift power
second-row seat is available on the Uplander LT to help those with limited mobility; it rotates,
extends out of the vehicle and lowers for easy exit and includes a slide-out footrest. Powering
all Uplanders is an Ecapable 3. That power is sent to the front wheels through a four-speed
automatic transmission. Fuel economy estimates for stand at 16 mpg city and 23 mpg highway.
Antilock disc brakes, stability control and traction control are standard on all Uplanders. Side
airbags for the front passengers are optional on LS models and standard on the LT. Second-row
side airbags are optional on LT models only. As with the front side bags, the optional rears
protect both the heads and torsos of outboard passengers. Although these modified side
airbags do much the same job as the side curtain airbags offered on rival minivans, the

Uplander doesn't provide any airbag coverage for passengers seated in the third row. In
government crash tests, the Chevrolet Uplander received a five-star rating best possible for
protection of front occupants in frontal crashes. For side-impact crashes, the Uplander earned
four stars for protection of front occupants and five stars for the rear occupants. During
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety crash testing, the Uplander scored a rating of "Good" the
highest of four in frontal offset testing. In that agency's side-impact test, however, the Uplander
received an "Acceptable" second highest rating with the optional rear airbags and a "Poor"
rating the worst without those airbags. Chevrolet has tuned the Uplander's suspension to
provide a smooth ride and a moderate level of dynamic handling ability. Braking capability is
average. The V6 provides adequate power and the engine is reasonably smooth, although its
powertrain lacks the finesse of rivals from Honda, Dodge and even Kia. Base LS Uplanders have
removable modular seats in the second row, although removing and installing them isn't exactly
easy. The LT has fixed captain's chairs. The main advantage to the extended-wheelbase model
is its additional legroom for second- and third-row passengers and a larger cargo area. All
Uplanders have a two-tone color scheme with faux metal accents that dramatically brighten the
cabin's atmosphere. Folding center trays with cupholders between the first- and second-row
seats are available. An optional remote vehicle start system makes it easy to warm up the
Uplander on cold mornings. Heater could be better but still keeps us warm in -0 temps. We are
very happy with it. New tires summer of I installed Lt. This is a great vehicle. I pull an pound
utility trailer with a riding mower and push mower. Sometimes we take long day trips and I
wanted something that we could sleep in and I found the Uplander. We've taken the seats out,
put in a full size air mattress,velcroed shades to the windows and have slept comfortably and
inexpensively at RV parks. We had an 30' RV, needed lots of gas, space and I didn't like driving
around with a toilet and every rattling. We can even take our dogs with us. When we return
home, we put the mattress and supplies in a container in the back, keep the 3rd row seats in. If
we need more passenger room we can always put the second row back in. I bought this vehicle
for my wife as she needed a large more reliable vehicle for the family. We have had nothing but
problems with this Uplander. The worst thing is it's not reliable. Charging System Failure
continue to be a problem. Some days the vehicle will be just fine, and then other days the
vehicle won't start. A dealership has replaced the alternator twice, and again we are still having
the same issue. Charging System Failure and the vehicle won't start. When you have a family
with young kids nothing is more important then reliability. What is so frustrating is if you google
problems with Uplanders you will get several customers with my exact same story. We now
have 53, miles on it and had it for 3 years now, it drives like a champ! Never had a problem!! We
did buy the extended warranty on it so we don't have to worry about repairs! In town we average
about 19 - 21 mpg, and Highway we average anywhere from and I think is great for this size.
Better then our Lincoln Aviator that gets 9 mpg. Write a review. See all 31 reviews. Available
styles include LT 4dr Ext Minivan 3. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the
Chevrolet Uplander and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Uplander 3. Edmunds
consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what
other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns
including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are
available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers
like the Uplander. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for
the Chevrolet Uplander and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert
reviews and recommendations for the Uplander featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Chevrolet Uplander. Edmunds has deep data on
over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features
and specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain,
and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating,
cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat

tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow
shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features,
exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds
rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Home Chevrolet Chevrolet Uplander. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Side airbags don't cover all three rows, poor IIHS
side-impact crash test score, not as enjoyable to drive as class leaders. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review Although it features a slick
interior and distinctive styling, the Chevrolet Uplander doesn't have the top-notch safety
ratings, on-road finesse or in-cabin conveniences of the top minivans. The Chevrolet Uplander
gains additional standard features in the form of stability control, traction control and satellite
radio. Trim levels are streamlined, as there is now a single version of the LT trim. Sponsored
cars related to the Uplander. Most helpful consumer reviews 4 out of 5 stars, So far so good!
People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 3 reviews. The Edmunds experts
tested the Uplander both on the road and at the track. You probably care about Chevrolet
Uplander fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Uplander gets an EPA-estimated 19
mpg. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car,
keep in mind that carrying capacity for the Uplander ranges from And then there's safety and
reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Chevrolet Uplander is reliable, read Edmunds'
authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with
the Uplander. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to
compare the Uplander's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to
consider if you're wondering whether the Chevrolet Uplander is a good car. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and f
2003 bmw z4 manual
motorcycle turn signal flasher wiring diagram
stihl ms 291 parts diagram
eature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Uplander is a good car for
you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more.
Other versions include: LT 4dr Ext Minivan 3. If you're interested in the Chevrolet Uplander, the
next question is, which Uplander model is right for you? Uplander variants include LT 4dr Ext
Minivan 3. What do people think of the Chevrolet Uplander? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds
experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Chevrolet Uplander and all
model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Chevrolet
Uplander? Which Chevrolet Uplanders are available in my area? Can't find a new Chevrolet
Uplanders you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I
lease or buy a Chevrolet Uplander? Check out Chevrolet lease specials. Sign Up.

